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Hamilton Holt
Memorial Issue

SANDSPUR
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1951

NEWS-STAND

NUMBER 22

HAMILTON HOLT DIES

"PBEXY" HOLT

Prexy Heads Rollins
ForTwenty-fourYears
Dr. Hamilton Holt, honorary
president of Rollins, retired as of
June, 1949, died in his sleep yesterday morning, April 26, following a coronary attack. He was
79 years old.
' Holt came to Rollins as president in 1925. It was through his
individual and untiring efforts that
Rollins developed into the unique
institution it is.
It was unusual for Rollins College to ask Hamilton Holt to become president. The unusualness
about the offer lay in the fact that
while Dr. Holt was a scholarly
man he was not an educator. He
had been a magazine editor, a lecturer, and a worker for better relations among nations.
Just prior to returning to his
ancestral Connecticut in 1924 he
had sold his interest in the Independent magazine and retired
from its editorship. He had been
a founder of the League to Enforce
Peace, which put the drive behind
the League of Nations movei
here. He had been the founder of
several organizations like Ar
can Scandinavian Foundation, the
Greek American Club, the ItalyAmerican Society, and Friends of
Poland, all good-will organizatu
For these activities he had b
decorated by the several foreign
governments represented and others including Japan, France, and
Serbia. He had been president of
the third American Peace Congress, and in the years preceding
the organization of the League of
Nations, he had given half his
lecturing time, without fees, to
promoting that cause.
Dr. Holt doubtless would have
continued to take a leading part
mainder of the day £
in Connecticut affairs had not Rollins College called him almost immediately. Here he introduced a
new idea in educaiton. He abanDr. William E. Fort, Jr. doned the lecture system for one
Our loss of Dr. Holt is a real of conferences between students
tragedy to all who know and love
t only admire and respect him
Rollins College. Those of us who
have worked with him through the but I love him. It was in those
vears loved and respected him. friendly conversations with him
He was a man of real gentleness that the best in us came to the
and yet strength of soul. His life surface. We were challenged by
reflected a profound belief in the lis vision and idealism, his faith
intrinsic worth and sacredness of md confidence in young and old
every human personality. Under alike. We caught the spark of
his wise leadership there blossomnthusiasm and left him, fired
ed forth a feeling of understand- by his indomitable faith and couring kinship and love t h a t made
possible what we have called the
The spirit of humility permeatRollins Family. He will remain ed his nature and every one found
the inspiration of countless stu:m a kind and understanding
dents, teachers, and friends of
d, a wise counselor and the

Faculty Expresses Holt Tribute

in abundance.
Above all, he revealed to those
It is difficult to think of Ham- who knew him the warmth and the
ilton Holt without the thronging magnitude of a great spirit. This
will
remain as the memorial of our
in the mind of the great lines of
English poetry memorializing love
and admiration. Who was so like
Tennyson's Ulysses as he? — a
man who would "drink life to the Pres. Paul A . Wagner
April 26, 1951
To all members of the Rollins
family:
shine anew."
Our
hearts
have
been
saddened
Yet it is small service to rely
on the words of the great at such t y the word that has just come
a time. We must all choose our to me from Dr. Holt's children
own balking ways of expressing that he passed away in his sleep
the terrible ache in our hearts. this morning following a coroOthers will tell of Hamilton Holt's nary attack. "Prexy", beloved by
bold pioneering in international all who knew him, created in Rolpeace, of his creation of the Rol- lins a great and lasting memorial.
We pay homage to him today for
lins we have known and loved.
All of his achievements, how- his devoted service to the Rollins
ever, were less than the man him- family and for his far-sighted
self. Those of us who were close courage in the championing of
to him were truly uplifted t y his World Government.
Funeral services will be held in
greatness of spirit, and our hearts
Mrs. Angela P. Cambell
were warmed by his humanity. He the Congregational Church a t
We were friends! What a wonWoodstock, Connecticut, at twowas a man of humility in the deepthirty Saturday afternoon. An- derful privilege to have been a
est sense of the word, a man who
friend
of Hamilton Holt!
nouncement of memorial servii
looked at the foibles and perplexat Rollins to pay final respect
Great as he was as a man of
ities of the world with a tolerant
"Prexy" will be made shortly.
letters, as a statesman, as a lover
eye. His tolerance and his sense
Classes are dismissed as of " C " of peace, as a great President,
of proportion lay behind the wagperiod this morning for the re •when I think of him as a friend
gish sense of humor which he had

Dr. Nathan C. Starr

twinkle in his eyes always brought
gayety and laughter to our hearts.
Hamilton Holt lives — in his
friends, in his faculty, in his students, in his Rollins—
As a joint tribute of my students and myself I want to quote
from an eulogy we have read together in class—
"And although he departed from
this life, he left us the joyius and

rl professors and he exchanged
2 rigid system of classes for a
division of students whose flexability would enhance their educational opportunity. He also launched a plan for the rebuilding of
Rollins' small and ancient plant.
He obtained a complete design for
a college of Spanish architecture,
suited to Florida, and steadily pursued it over the years until today
Rollins has many beautiful buildings in a beautiful setting.
Dr. Holt's "new look" at education was also exemplified in his
approach toward giving honorary
degrees. Instead of awarding all
of them to men at the pinacle of
success and whose achievements
were mostly behind them, he gave
some to those who were in the
midst of accomplishing something
for the advancement of mankind
or its happiness. Thus he made
actor Fred Stone a Doctor of
Humanities, for his wholesome
contribution to pleasant living
through the stage. He gave one
to attorny Thomas J. Dodd, recognizing his work for world justice in the Nurenberg trials.
. Dr. Holt probably remained at
Rollins longer than he intended.
In 1925 he supposed he had retired from business. However, he
stayed on at Rollins 24 years,
partly, probably, because a depression and a second World War
hindered his program for the rebuilding of the college, which he
wanted to complete.
He returned to Connecticut a
holder of the Cervantes Medal,
Sullivan Medallion, and the following degrees. A. B., Litt. D.,
L. L. D., and D. Sc. He retired
to his ancestral home and enjoyed telling his sisters and children anecdotes of the twelve United States presidents he knew personally. He was a welcome citizen and was a power for good in
the world in many ways.
challenging encouragement of his
memory."

Dr Rhea Marsh Smith
I have known, respected, and
loved Dr. Hamilton Holt for 21
years as a member of the Rollins
Family. I believe he was the
greatest man I have ever had the
privilege of knowing.
He was
courageous and humane in thought
and action. He fought for his
ideals, but he was always a humble man who had a deep affection
for his fellow man. He had a
wonderful sense of humor. There
is not a single member of the Rollins Family nor a single citizen of
the United States or the world of
international thought and action
who will not feel his loss keenly.
He is responsible for making Rollins a college of distinction. He
built the spirit of the Rollins Family.
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EDITORIAL

Ridiculous

Extremes

In revolutions of the past, when absolute authority was questioned, armies
were organized, sabotage and espionage
plans were formed, and the questions
were settled by hand-to-hand combat war.
Since this is an educational situation,
a family problem, and since this is the day
of democratic action, r a t h e r t h a n author
t a r i a n decision, should it not be possible to
decide questions t h a t involve leadership
and authority without t h e violence of revolution or its modern counterpart of misrepresentation, lop-sided evaluation, personal slander, and false propaganda.
The present controversy has been carried to ridiculous extremes, overlooking
what is really a t stake—the future of Rollins College. Each added word in rebuttal,
each counterstatement, by this group or
t h a t , is a hammerhead blow on t h e wedge,
t h e premptory dismissal of faculty members. It widens the breach now dangerously approaching irreparability.
Where is t h a t faith in the wisdom of
t h e majority t h a t prompted those fool optimists to t r u s t in democratic proct
when they drew up t h e constitution?
Where a r e the ethics of the Christian
faith which dictates the golden rule, do
unto others as you would have others do
unto you?
Where is t h a t devotion to principles and
ideals t h a t dictates personal sacrifice and
a selfless devotion to those principles
and ideals without which man cannot live
or attain virtue?
"The hopes of the world must rest on
the habit of forming opinions based on
evidence, rather than on passion."—BerB A F
t r a m ! Russell.

Page Open

7o All

Below are criteria t h a t will be used in
making my decisions in regard to the material t h a t is presented to me.
1. Individuals who present material to
me must be willing to assume full responsibility for their articles.
Irresponsible
writings are a credit to neither the author nor t h e Sandspur.
2. S t a t m e n t s of fact must be documented as fully as possible. Manuscripts lacking sufficient corroboration will be either
returned for rewriting or rejected, depending upon the seriousness of the om3. Your editor will t r y to give minority
opinions the same consideration t h a t is
given to the majority on a particular issue.
I t must be realized, however, t h a t it is the
responsibility of the opposition on an issue to get their views to the editor.
4. The editor reserves the right to condense material to fit available space unless otherwise stated. Condensed articles
may be reviewed.
5. In case of editorials of similar na-

ever die, they merely
"Old proft
the students
with
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged fade
away'
columns before me,
•'What this place needs is a lie detector,
When I was shown the charts and diadelicate one t h a t can single out innueg r a m s , to add, divided, and measure
is, inaccuracies, and pure baloney."
"There seems to be a terrible 'paul' hangWhen I sitting heard the astronomer
g over the campus lately."
where he lectured with much applause in
Definition:
the lecture room,
Co-ordinator: One who brings organized
ow soon unaccountable I became tired chaos out of regimented confusion.
and sick,
teme Song: Currently popular in the
=r. " P L E A S E DON'T TALK ABOUT
Till rising and gliding out I wander'd off
ME W H E N I'M GONE."
by myself,
Bulletin Board Notice—Thursday, April
In the mystical moist night-air, and from
, 7:30 P. M., Community Service Committee.
Outside speakers on the topic
time to time,
'LIVING TOGETHER." All Chapel comLook'd up in perfect silence a t the stars.
mittees and others interested are invited.
Alumni House, 8:15 P. M. "MUCH ADO
ABOUT N O T H I N G " Annie Russell Thea-

Our

Foundations

: of the Sandspur goes '
the
i is here when major d
cisions will be made. These decisions
cern all of us who are members of the
Rollins family, whether we be administrators, faculty, students past or present,
or friends. In situations not unlike many
we will encounter in our lives, decisions
are to be made on current issues t h a t determine something of deeper importance
—and interpretation of principles.
Amid all the strain and emotion of
cent weeks, one clear need has developed
above the immediate issues. This need
a clarification of those principles upon
which free education is based.
It is the sober duty of every one o
to consider these principles in relation to
our respective positions. We must
lyze the meaning and the importance of
responsibility, integrity, and democracy.
What do these words mean to us in t(
of our ideals? Are the meanings we have
employed in the past selfish in regard to
the total picture?
Have we, in our s
jective analyses of the past, catered
duly to m a t t e r s of personal considerati
Matters of principle can only be
plained in terms of ideals. While I have
never seen the ideals of Rollins reduced
to print, there is no question as to their
acute presence. For the most part, there
is no question as to what the fundamentals of these ideals are. I shall not attempt to set any of them down since they
are largely intangible. They are attit
of the mind and heart; they are system
m present terms, purpose in future te
Ihey are t h a t "something" which brings
us together from far places.
They
that "something" around which buildings
have been built; relationships have grown,
and administration has been established.
Together, the tangibles and the intangibles are the reality of Rollins. One cannot live without the other. Those common, established ideals are the breath of
life in this institution; the soul
of Rollins that we know and love so well.—MMW.

EDITOR'S STATEMENT

Would

It W e r e True

April 20, 1951
To the Rollins Students:
Before coming to Rollins I had often
heard t h a t the basis of its unique spirit
was the fine sense of companionship, the
close, almost familial, union t h a t existed
between the members of the faculty and
the students. When I arrived a t Rollir
September 1949, I found t h a t this was t
the bond did exist. But like most things
t h a t one lives with day in and day ot
slowly came to accept it as a m a t t e r of
course; I ceased to think of this precious
heritage as unique, and as the weeks slid
into months I came to accept it as ca
lessly as I accepted Beans, or golf, or
library. I suppose I should have gone
to graduate still only dimly aware of this
spirit that I had pushed away into a c
corner of my mind had it not been for
unlookc-d for incident t h a t brought the
whole concept suddenly and vividly before
It happened on the night of April 17.
Betsy was putting a very late and very
important SANDSPUR to bed; I say important because she felt it imperative t h a t
a letter from Mr. Reginald Clough, a Rollins trustee, be presented to the student
body. She had been working since Sunday
and the staff was dead tired, so tired t h a t
the thought of pushing on seemed,
times, stupid and senseless. But just
that moment, when existence had resolved
itself into a grey confusion of galleys and
blurred type, Betsy called President Wagner to ask for the statement Vreeland
read in Beanery. Betsy turned to me, her
eyes suddenly brighter. "He wanted to
know how we were coming. He wants to
know when he can see some of the copy.
Slowly I put the proof down I had been
reading. The President of the College
interested in US. The President of the
College was interested enough in the
SPUR to ask how things were coming!
Betsy was grinning a t me. "I'll bet that's
the first time THAT ever happened." She
bobbed her head.

A leacher's

/deals

im grateful for a chance to offer
objectives in teaching art at Rollins. I
not think my approach is the best was
t h a t there is a best way. I have arri '
at my method, however, as a result
of a good many years of trial, effort and
any failures. It seems to me it wort>st for good students, and that may b
s greatest weakness.
In Art 101, 102, 1031 try to help s t n .
dents understand many different kinds of
•t.
Architecture, painting, the comic
rip and other types of art are presented
> ideas in visual form. I am now showig paintings of El Greco in the hope that
students will see t h a t his pictures are a
means of seeing into the personality 0f
the brooding, mystic Greek who painted
in 16th century Spain. Whether or not
the students like his work is not the
point. I hope they begin to understand it
and t h a t in this class they learn a way 0f
-, all a form
In Art 131, 132, 133 I try to teach students to see shapes, colors, lines, texture
and other " r a w material" of all visual arts
tools they not only can, but do use. I
have them work out projects to help them
learn about the basic aspects of all art
including painting, sculpture, architecture
nd design. I do not teach them painting,
but rather art. I hope they will learn to
think with courage and clarity, and to express what they think in visual ways.
I teach painting students that there is
te thing for them to learn, that is. the
?st way to record their creative life. I
tell them whether their painting is good
not will depend on whether or not there
good in them.
I believe a r t courses in college should
have the same objective as all other eourThey should help the student develop
ways of thinking which will help him find
happiness. By happiness I do not mean
•asure. I mean the sense of well being
whatever it is t h a t happens when a man
does what our Maker wants him to do.
HUGH McKEA.V
services as proof reader. It was a
magnificent addition to the whole stirring
evening.
was long after daybreak wher. we
left the office and we were dog-tired . . .
But no one cared. I, for one, was too busy
thinking about the glorious future of the
SANDSPUR. With all these truly giand
people helping us, looking over our shoulders, so to speak, it would become a great
publication. Dr. Wagner could teach our
editors the innuendoes
of his persuasive
style and instill in the running of the paper
something of the firmness of a good administrative hand. From Professor Fenlon we could learn the subtleties of economics and ways and means of keeping
the SPUR in the black. And finally Mr.
Vincent could instruct us in the ethics of
the press, guiding us by example toward
the side of t r u t h in controversial questions,
teaching us to be wary of a censorship that
throttles our precious heritage of freeAs I made my way toward the Center
I slowly realized that this night I had
witnessed something unique, something
that could take place on no other campus in
the world. F o r it was not only that help
had been offered us, or that high administrators who had offered it, but it was the
humble, unselfish spirit in which that help
was offered t h a t struck home to me. 1
realized then, for the first time, what the
old students had meant when they told
me two years ago t h a t Rollins WAS a
family, a family knit together by the invisible bonds of the spirit. And here tonight I had had it proven to me that the
leaders of Rollins were as imbued with
chis spirit as any student on the campusThe sun was pushing up over the Administration Building as I turned into the
walkway leading to the Annie Rus5e
Theatre. But I didn't care how late »
was, and somehow this sun seemed sJ'm'
bolic of the whole affair to me and witW
my hear I was aware that a new day W
dawning a t Rollins.

In the interest of clarification in
gard to the situation of Professor Fenlon
I sat for a moment not looking at
a t the Orange Press last Tuesday night, I
proof, my mind moving back over
wish to reaffirm my following position of
things I had come to take for granted.
last Wednesday evening.
Rollins, the Family . . . .
Mr. Fenlon came to me a t the Orange
At a few minutes after eight Paul FenPress at the request of Dr. Wagner. His
lon, Professor Paul Fenlon, came down tc
visit was due to a misunderstanding bethe press and like President W a g n e r was
tween Dr. Wagner and myself t h a t proofs
keenly interested in how we were coming
were available at the time.
along. It was more than any college pubMr. Fenlon did not, in any unethical way, lication has a right to expect. But here
a t t e m p t to leave the Orange Press Build- WAS more.
ing with Sandspur copy, or a t t e m p t to cenIt was over an hour later t h a t the
sor such copy while there.
phone r a n g and Betsy answered it. This
B. A. F .
time it was Mrs. Wagner, the wife of th(
President. She wanted to know how w.
ture, the editor reserves the r i g h t to use were coming too. Slowly w h a t was hap
his discrimination. This will be based on pening began to dawn on me. Here wai
priority, clarity, interest, and space re- the Rollins spirit in action. The President,
quirements. In all instances the editor's Paul Fenlon, Mrs. Wagner, and the
judgment will be final.
liest freshman typist interested in
If I have been unduly sarcastic it^JJ
^ H ^ ^ due to the disgust with which I
Our complete freedom of the press can ame goals!
only be an asset when it is fully utilized
At about eleven P. M., it may have extremes of pettiness that have eevolved
by everyone who has opinions to express. een later, Mr. Don Vincent came in, a
this
M. M. W.
espite signs of utter weariness, offei
J A N E FBASER-

<
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Students Go If Wagner
Stays Survey or Shows
Seniors Asked
Holt To Sign
Their Diplomas
At a meeting in the Annie Russell Theatre, Wednesday morning,
ask Hamilton Holt to sign their
Rollins, if it is legally possible.
The seniors also voted to ask
Hamilton Holt to present the diplomas at graduation. If Dr. Holt
is unable to be present, Dean
Stone will be asked to confer the

An estimated 324 junior, sophomore, and freshman students will
not return to Rollins next year if
Paul A. Wagner remains as president, according to this week's
Sandspur Surveyor.
In order to determine accurately
how next year's enrollment will
be affected by the retention or dismissal of President Paul A. Wagner, the Sandspur surveyed the 496
students presently enoiled i Rollin
There were these two questions
asked:
Will you come back to Rollins
if Paul A. Wagner is retained as
president?
Will you come back to Rollins
if Paul A. Wagner goes?
The 280 answers are tabulated
below as percentages and applied
in the second column as a number
of non-senior students.
per cent app.to
of whole utidclsm.
Thos who V n't
return if Paul A.
Wagner stays
55%
2. Those who will return only if Paul
A. Wagner stays 10%
3. Those who will return either way 20%
4. Those who won't return either way
6%
5. Those who a r e just

Among other business, the seniors discussed what gift they would
leave to the college.
It was moved and passed that
two clay tennis courts be built behind the speech shack if sufficient
money could be raised. If, after
an investigation by the Senior
Gift Committee, this could not be
done, the money will automatically
be placed in a perpetuating book
fund. Out of the interest on this
The Independent Show will open
With all five members of the Student Committee and numerous
fund would come a certain amount
at the Annie Russell Theatre in
guests, the Student Council meeting was opened at 8:15 p. m., in the
each year to buy books for the litw^o weeks on May 9. The majoriAlumni House with a motion from Dick Sydnor asking a vote of conty of scenes in this production
fidence for the five man committee.
center around musical numbers,
With one opposing vote, two abstaining the president returned
100%
496
of which there are twenty-eight.
It i
r that
to old business.
what
The growing chorus have been
Election for the Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee voted
happens the present controversy
in the Center basement and at
Merrill, Ed Cushing, Dale job that was done in carrying out
and its settlement will cost at the
Rec Hall daily going through the
least 79 students and possibly
s and Dick Elliot as mem- the Fiesta this year.
confusing stages of learning the
more than 324 presently enrolled
Consideration of the campus Charleston, at the same time
:o this committee and Jean
The smash Broadway mystery Rollinsites who might be considproblem
and
proposals
were
made
wondering how their parents ever thriller, "Laura", opens Tuesday
and Don Corrigan as alered prospects for next year.
to continue the student commit- survived the era! The dance rou- at the Fred Stone Theatre with
At the present tuition rate this
tee after the present crisis ends, tines have been choreographed by a star-studded student cast.
may possibly mean a financial loss
A report on the proceeds of so that they can help unify the Norma Jean Thaggard.
Glamorous student actress Cyn- to the college, if the president
last year's Fiesta and proposed students after the trustees deA full cast rehearsal was held in thia Crawford holds the role made
stays, of $259,200.
plan for this year's Fiesta money
the Annie Russell Theatre April famous in the movie version by
The figure of 324 non-returning
was given by Skook Bailey. Let20, Janet Stanaland is to replace Gene Tierney.
After forty minutes of p
students may be arrived a t by
ters of application for scholarJill Sherwin as the female lead in
The proceeds of the play, which adding those who will not return
con discussion Clark Berdai
ship aid are to be sent to Miss
the second act; her co-actor is Les is sponsored by the Phi Beta Fraed that the Council make
if Dr. Wagner stays, those who
Lyle.
Hester Davis, Bob Tiller
Boyd. Marie Perkins and Ed Sileo ternity of Music and Speech as
of confidence in the Fb
will not return under any condiand Shook Bailey will work with
Committee and that the discus- will co-star in the first act and Art an annual event, go to the Phi tion, and half of the undecided.
Miss Lyle in going over the letsion on this dispute be dropped. Gregory and Lynn Bailey in the Beta scholarship fund.
The actual tuition loss probters which will remain annoni- Pounding on the table with his third act.
Already sold out through Friday able, according to the poll, which
mous until after the selections glass case, Ed Cushing called a
Tickets, 60c to the Rollins fami- night, "Laura" is expected to play
may be directly laid to President
are made in order to prevent vote that discussion cease.
ly, will go on sale a t the box of- to standing room only until it
Wagner is $195,200. This is figbiased selections.
Complete inPresident Cushing
announced fice of the Annie Russell, May 2. closes Saturday night. All tickets ured at a tuition of $800 and does
formation is being released by the there would be a Special Meeting
are 60c.
not include any boarding or stuFiesta Scholarship Committee as of the Student Council in the
Annie Russell Theatre stars dent association fees.
to method of application.
Conference Room of the Chapel
Ranny Walker and Bill McGaw
Dick Vreeland made a motion
9:40 a. m., on Wednesday,
play the other leads opposite Miss
THE SANDSPUR
thanking Barbara Feidelson and
il 25th. The long meeting adCrawford.
Makes Good Reading
Skook Bailey for the excellent
ned a t 9:32 p. m.
Kit Johnson plays the maid and
On Saturday eve
May
for the Family
8:15, Libra sponsors a presen- Dick Colabella makes his stage
t a t i o n of the Ballet Petit, for the debut in the student-directed pro- SEND A COPY HOME
benefit of the Scholarship Fund.
The Annie Russell has been the
scene of almost everything but an
Thrill Her With an Orchid Corsage
! evening of ballet and now this
graceful, artistic, and spirited
MOTHER'S DAY, MAY 13th
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
spectacle will appear on the RolBeautiful Corsage made up of 5 gorgeous Vanda Orchids via
lins scene.
Air Express direct from Hawaii. Air mail, Special Delivery,
Lelong, Yardley, Germaine Montiel, Tussey, Lentheric
anywhere in this hemisphere for only $2.98 full price. Order
The Ballet Petit, under the dinow—No orders accepted for Mother's Day after May 5th.
irection of Edith D. Royal and
WINTER PARK
102 N.PARK AVE.
Allow 8 days for Delivery for Mother's Day, Graduation, etc.
Doris Duxbury, is an organization
Send money and orders to E. L. WESTBROOK, Agent,
DIAL 4-3701
Box 1164, St. Petersburg, Florida
of thirty students of dance of the
Royal School in Winter Park.
Norma Jean Thaggard and John
3 Rollin
s of
which represents
An Adventure in Good Eating . . .
Park, Sanford,
Mount Dora and Apopka.
The general public
is inFREDDIE'S STEAK HOUSE
GENUINE HAND SEWN
vited to the Annie Russell for
the program, a varied and interServing the World's Finest Steaks
esting one including The Willow
Offering also a Complete Menu including a wide sele
Plate, the traditional White Balof tempting Ocean Fresh Seafood
Comfortable Indoors or Out.
let. The Language of the FlowCOCKTAIL LOUNGE and DINING ROOM
ers, The Grand Canyon and PaCUSHIONY AIR FOAM PLATFORMS
Tickets are 90c for adults and
Open Till 2 A.M.
45c for children under twelve.
in Buff and White 6.95
Tickets may be obtained at the
SERVING EVERY DAY
Annie Russell box office from
Featuring Relaxing Dinner Music
2:00 p.m., until 8:15 p.m., on May
throughout the entire evening.
5, or ahead of time at the Royal
4 Miles North of Winter Park — Hi-Way 17-92
School of r a n e e on Park Avenue,
O'Brien's Drug Store, or the An352 PARK AVE. M. PROCTOR CENTRE
WINTER PARK »
For Reservations. Please Phone 27-27S1
ge'.ilt Hotel in Orlando.

Ham's
CouncilCalledSpecial One
Family W i l l
MeetinglApril 25 Open May 9

.<

Fred Stone To
Present Laura

Libra Sponsors
Petit Ballet

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY

JUST ARRIVED
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SHAKESPEARE

MELODRAMA

W a r Looms In Frats
History Is Repetitive
deFashion note: Th(
cided controversy between two
colors in clothes this spring. Confederate Gray is becoming as
popular with t h e KA's and their
cohorts, as Yankee Blue is with
the Independents, who have r e cently renamed their domicile.

Very good, but y

The establishment t h a t once existed under the name of "Five
Hundred Chase" has been renamed "Appamattox Courthouse."
Enlist NOW.
Watch this newspaper for further bulletins and advertisements
as to t h e purchase of long rifles,
sundry and assorted amall a r m s ,
and two inch cannon.

t h a t last chord ^

Conf'
onressions

Of

remainder of t h e fare, I crept toward t h e lobby, avoiding t h e nasty
eyes of t h e doorman. I'm not saying he thought me a suspicious
character, but the m a n from
WILLIAMS
Pinkerton's who followed me for
and then watched h e r plane the rest of t h e day did not seem
take off majestically for New overly cordial. Even when I offerYork, with her baggage stowed ed him a gumdrop from my kit
safely on board?
(which no well-equipped traveller
TWIDDLING . . .
is ever without—$1.98 a t Sears
Roebuck—accept no substitutes),
he was reluctant to take it before consulting his Geiger counter.

AF orum Delegate

By DALLAS
In t h e swank Hendrick Hudson
Room
of New York's
Hotel
Roosevelt, forty - nine
earnest
young
college
women
leaned
across tables, peered through laye r s of cigarette smoke, and gave
their undivided attention to t h e
speakers
whom
Mademoiselle
Magazine h a d assembled for i t s
eighth annual Forum.
F r o m colleges all over t h e count r y , t h e delegates h a d come to
glean information on t h e subject
of t h e day—The United States
and Asia.
So absorbing w a s t h e agenda,
t h a t not a hatpin fluttered t o t h e
side as the fiftieth delegate, a forlorn young country thing from
a small southern college, groped
her w a y to her place, neatly upsetting the pitcher of ice w a t e r
set there for obviously t h a t very
purpose.
The delegate from Rollins w a s
bewitched, bewildered, and broke.
The former, because although I
. . . her thumbs
am twenty-one years old, a conShe is now prepared to talk for
scientious supporter of t h e Center
hours on t h e relative comforts of
cigarette machine, and t h e girl
terminal waiting benches, b u t in
who is most likely to be late to no time a t all—if you consider
any and all functions, I had never ten
hours no time a t all—she
been in New York until I arrived was boarding a more patient
t h r o u g h t h e kindness (otherwise plane, landing a t La Guardia
known a s financial backing) of Field, and savagely haggling with
Mademoiselle.
a cab driver for the lowest posThis particular delegate w a s bewildered because she had really
Quick as a flash she was whisknot expected to arrive a t all, after ed (
• the shortest t
) the
missing her plane a t Jacksonville. Hotel Roosevelt. "Do you always
She asks t h a t no one ever men- take a person around t h e Village
tion this t o a soul because, sea- and then through Harlem on this
soned traveller t h a t she pretends r i d e ? " she playfully inquired. The
to be, w h a t is more indicative of driver said not a word, but disa questionable mentality t h a n t h e creetly yanked down the sun visor,
story noised about t h a t she s a t which bore the subtle placard
in t h e bright lights of t h e Jack- "Who's driving this buggy, Sissonville Municipal, twiddled her
t h u m b s intelligently from 12 t o 1
The sun was still fairly visible
when we screeched to a halt beneath the marquee of t h e Roosevelt. After emptying my wallet
You Will Have Fun
parting with my watch and goldin t h e driver's lap, and tearfully
Knitting with

i

V

Y..
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INCASPUN
100 r r Virgin Alpaca
Hand Knitting Yarn
From the Andes
Natural Colors — No Dye
Soft as Cashmere
and Beautiful

LAKE SHORE
Motor Court
Orlando Ave.
on Lake Killarney

KNITTING NOOK
Orlando's Yarn Center

2-Day Service

Pick up on Mon. and AVed.

for Family or Friends

SERVICE SHOE SHOP
P. F . HENDRICK, Owner

Get

WINTER-LAND

The

3S2 N . ORANGE — ORLANDO

Much A d o Scores
Melodramatic Hit

By J E R R Y CLARK
on yer duster, ma, t h e j does well in a role which does not
has done it agin. w a r r a n t Jon's acting talent.
Howard Bailey h a s very adeptly
Tom D'Andrea and Tom Pickens,
adapted
and directed
William
as Don John's henchmen, skillfulShakespeare's Much Ado About ly aid and abet the villian with
Nothing and h a s turned out a per- their fine performances as the
fect
nineteenth
century
melo- father of Hero and uncle of Beadrama complete with villian, romantic hero and virtuous heroine.
The old-time piano accompaniThe delegates were finishing off
This " g a y comedy in t h r e e acts
lunch and t h e first speaker of showing t h e triumph of virtue ment, scored and played by Ed
the afternoon when I beat my w a y over wickedness" concerns t h e a t - Cushing, adds a great deal to the
play as do the presence of Ellie
past the attendant who was de- tempts
of Cupid-playing Don
termined to stab me with a shoul- Pedro to get Benedick married to Hummel, Joan Grant, Betty Garder t a g bearing my name and Beatrice and the a t t e m p t s of Don rett, and Bill Sanchez.
college. I helpfully volunteered John t h e villian to stop t h e m a r Richard Verigan has given us
my height and weight, and stumb- riage of Claudio and Hero. The very attractive settings of an Italed gamely to an unoccupied seat
scene is laid in Italy during t h e lian garden, a church, a prison,
at a table which w a s not the
and
a street. The sets have been
late 1800's.
r i g h t one. In fact, i t w a s t h a t of
designed in a stylized manner and
Much Ado heralds t h e arrival are abetted by Mr. Verigan's
the New York press which I discovered when the reporter on my of a new star on the Annie Rus- lighting.
The beautiful flowing
r i g h t beamed a t my name card. sell stage. Al McLamb, in the nineteenth century costumes of
"Ah, you're from Rollins," he role of the handsome, woman-hat- the women and the dashing coswhispered breathlessly. "Suppose ing Benedick, t u r n s in a superla- tumes of t h e men lend a hand in
you could give me t h e real scoop tive performance. He is by turns, creating t h e mood and atmosphere
on the Situation? Is it true you're amusing, tender, and heroic and of t h e play.
all on a hunger strike, and there'll gives one of the most versatile
F o r an evening of complete
be on-the-spot hearings on T V ? " performances seen in a long time.
hoked-up enjoyment where you
As his opposite, t h e man-hatDon't quote m e , " I said reckcan forget your troubles while
lessly, and striking him smartly ing Beatrice, Lynn Bailey t u r n s hissing the villain and applaudacross the jaw, I joined my col- in the finest job of acting she ing the hero and heroine, you
leagues a t the front tables. Here has yet done in h e r career on t h e shouldn't miss Much Ado About
I divided my attention between t h e Annie Russell boards. Lynn is Nothing, currently at the Annie
speakers and the photographers completely captivating, a beauti- Russell.
who persisted in flashing their ful girl playing a different role
cameras in my direction. I gave and doing a beautiful job.
them t h e best angle of my pr-ofile
D'Agostino's
In the secondary plot, Marsanne
until I discovered t h a t I was sit- di Lorenzo as Hero and Peter Robting next to the N S A delegate, inson as Claudio both do excellent
VILLA NOVA
and the only p a r t of me within work. Marsanne is exquisite as
range was the hand clutching my the naive young ingenue and
American & Italian Dishes
notebook. But I did manage to Pete is sufficiently handsome and
Famous for Fine Foods
catch a note or two in m y care- enamored as Benedick's youngFor a party of 20 or more
fully worked-out, spy-proof short- friend.
Reserve our
hand, so if anyone would really
The most hysterical scenes a r e
like to know what went on a t t h e
BURGUNDY ROOM
speakers' table, he is invited to those in which Bob Peck and his
U.S. Hi-way 17-92
cohorts
John
Keene,
Derek
Dunnconsult the next issue of the
Ph. W.P. 4-2684
Flamingo and read all about it. Rankin, Les Boyd and Wilbur Dorsett appear. These characters are
(Plug p l u g ) .
straight out of those wonderful
MAKE THIS TERM
Your mailbox is your newsold farces, the Keystone Comedies,
A BRILLIANT SUCCESS
stand and satisfaction is g u a r a n and they play t h e funniest group
teed or double your Sandspur
of policemen seen in a long, longHank Shannon, as t h e villainous Don John, is flawless in his
sneaking, mustachio-twirling role.
He is a s n a s t y and dastardly a s
any nineteenth century villian
THE
ever was. His brother, Don Pedro,
the "good g u y " of t h e piece, is
CAMPUS CLEANERS
played by J o n Punn-Rankin who
BERLOU MOTH PROOFING

Excellent Accommodations

From a Welsh coal-mining town to the streets of Paris, irom a
college on commencement day to Chumley's Rest, Denver, Colo., to
the fields of mythical Pontus the Rollins Players have transported their
audiences on a magic carpet of drama and comedy. They now whisk
the Annie Russell Theatre patrons to a late nineteenth century Italian
garden where young love and - ; " - !
: —»~i.4-*
mischief k_u
hold s—
honest-to-goshen mellerdrammer.

FLOYD W H E E L E R , Manager

N E W POSTAL BUILDING, WINTER PARK

MEXICO THIS SUMMER
For an amazingly inexpensive
and enjoyable summer vacation
with courses in a r t s , crafts and
Spanish in Mexico's most beautiful colonial town, plus colorful weekend field t r i p s , write
for illutrated prospectus J t o :
STIRLING DICKINSON,
Instituto Allende, San Miguel
Allende, Gto., Mexico

If you're a polished, up to the
minute dancer, every one wants
to be your partner. And »»
so easy to be an expert at A
thur Murray's. Here talented
teachers know the litest way to make you smooth anu
conldent in just a few lessons.

ARTHUR

MURRAY n
P I N E ST. corner MAIN

Open 10 A.M. to lOPJJ^J
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M y Commencement by Hamilton Holt
address
The following i
hv Dr. Hamilton Holt delivered
Exernt the Commenc
es June 2, 1949 We reprmt
th s address at th s tint e for in
we feel "Prexy' left
morial to the entire Rollins
Family.
Last Tuesday, , Clas Day,
the invitation of the seniors, I
delivered a parody on a commencement address.
This morning I
would be more respectful, for the
whole Rollins family is before me,
and I speak in a temple dedicated
to youth and consecrated to God.
I have long been conscious that
sooner or later this parting hour
would come. Time, alas, is inevitable, relentless and waits for
The only farewell address of
which I know t h a t seems really
to rise to the occasion was that
immortal one written to the American people by George Washington when he laid down the reins
of office after serving two terms
as President of the United States.
I am no George Washington, although I sleep every night in the
same great four-poster mahogany
bed in which he slept for over a
year and a half in his headquarters a t Newburgh-on-the-Hudson.
This morning two things keep
vibrating in my mind and heart—•
first, gratitude for your unbounded goodness and kindness to me
during the past twenty-four years,
and second, the memories of the
good fight we have fought and
the faith we have kept in our common adventure. Our adventure,
thank God, has been fundamentally an adventure of service, and
service always begets love.
This is my commencement as
well as that of the seniors. The
seniors go out into the morning
sunshine. I go out into the evening shade. So be it. I cannot
speak for the seniors, but I may
speak for myself. Therefore I
would say a word of affection and
farewell to each of the four groups
assembled here with whom I have
been so long and so closely associated—the trustees, the faculty,
the staff and the students.

First,MyFellowTrustees
First, I thank you, my fellowtrustees, for the unstinted support

make it a great small college. Material growth for its own sake is
only a confusion of greatness
with bigness.
Do not curtail the powers yor
have wisely delegated in the bylaws to the faculty. Continue to
grant them complete supervision
over the curriculum and the stu-

Seek truth wherever truth is
found; follow
truth
wherever
truth may lead; teach truth and
nothing but the truth. Achieve
and hold the mastery of your
chosen a r t or science.
Break
paths bravely where you may.
Follow humbly where you must.
You promised all these things
when you were installed in the
Pay the faculty and staff the faculty, but you may have forgothighest salaries you can possibly
If the trustees or president
afford, not the lowest they will
accept.
Nothing will keep up should be lax in academic leadership, take the leadership into
their morale more than that.
Never dismiss a faculty mem- your own hands. After all, you
ber because his views differ from are the educators.
Teach students rather than subyours, unless you would be willing in turn for a majority of the jects. Give students the same courfaculty to dismiss one of you for tesy, respect and affection that
you crave of them.
your opinions.
Minimize marks, grades, recitaDo not treat the students or
permit them to be treated as chilFill vacancies on the board
with young, vital and liberal men
and women of both achievement
and
promise. Otherwise
your
board will grow conservative with
the passing years and finally reBusiness men are essential to
any well-balanced board of trustees, but keep them in the minority. Rollins is an educational institution, not a bank or a department store. Imagine a successful
business concern filling its board
with educators.
When the president and the faculty break new paths, do not become frightened just because some
powerful institutions like Harvard, the Rockfellcr Foundation
or the American Council on Education raise their eyebrows. Welcome advice, but think and act
Balance the budget and keep
it balanced.
Be satisfied with
nothing else. Small colleges will
not survive the competition of
state-suported institutions unless
they adopt policies that fit the
post-war age. Dare to formulate
these policies.
Have a heart. Do not make
the new president do all the mon-

To The Faculty
To my collegues on the faculty
I would say this: I selected most,
if not all of you except Fleet
Peeples, Fred Hanna, Herman
Siewert and "Riley" Jones—and I
would have been proud to have
selected them. Thus I ' naturally
have a personal feeling of pride,
friendship and affection for each
one of you.
I have never known you as a
group to meet an obstacle you did

came here, a green and verdant
college president, nearly a quarter
of a century ago. I do not see how
any college president could have
been given a warmer welcome, a
freer hand or received a more
sympathetic understanding from
his board than I have. I deeply tolerance for each other's opinion and the will to cooperate.
I have spent most o f my lift- Though we have gone through
on the "firing line," trying to
gether, vet somehow the light has
rged at the end.
That usually makes trouble,
The
must have tried your patienci
what
many a time, but if so you neve]
complained. At all events vol yet I am proud to say that they
have never brought me on th< have let me fulfill the promise I
made to them when I first assumcarpet before you!
Most of you were nominated tt ed office, namely that every year
I would expect to increase the
the board by me. I am glad, theretotal amount of money spent for
lore, to state that, if I had to dc
faculty and staff salaries.
it all over again, I am sure i
You must have often wondered
could not have made better sewhy I accepted the call to be
lections.
president of Rollins since I am
And t
a few brief parting
Make the chief aim of your
stewardship the maintenance of
greater and ever greater security
and freedom of the faculty, staff
and student body. After all, these
are the chief reasons for your exKeep the College small. But

a financier. Well I have often
wondered at that myself. But I
refuse to answer the question, as
the guilty witness says in court,
on the ground that it might incriminate me! So I change the
subject and offer you these observations as a sort of last will
and testament.

tificates, diplomas and degrees.
Maximize personal contacts within and without the classroom.
Imitate Socrates. You may get a
Plato.
Cut out cliques,
, gossip,
pedantry and highbi
chief faculty sins.
Abstain from all things that
may impair the influence of Rollins and limit her usefulness as an
independent Christian college.
Jesus preached to the multitude, taught his disciples and
cast out devils. Follow His example: lecture to the many; teach
the few; wrestle with the indiviThe
a
arch
.ree.

three paramount functions
faculty are teaching, reand public service—these
But the greatest of these

The Backstage Crew
While the players on the stage
in front of the audience get the
applause, I often think the backstage crew deserves equal credit
for the success of the play. You
members of the staff are the
backstage crew of Rollins College.
I cannot think of severing my
happy relations with you without
expressing my gratitude and admiration for the vital services
every one of you has rendered to
Rollins officially and to me personally
Time does not permit me to
speak a word to each of the groups
into which you are separate!-. But
refra
paj
special tribute to the housemothers. (I believe there is no housefather to offset your femininitj
now that "Riley" Jones has departed!) We all realize that youi
service to the students in the dormitories is no less important thar
the work of the professors in tht

To The Students
To the students I would say
this: You are not here to give us
jobs but we are here to heip you.
Despite what I said to you ironically last Tuesday at Class Day
you will, most of you, lead honorable, useful and
worthwhile
both to yoi
, and
Alma Mate r. But after all, in
Kipling's g eat poem, " I f which
appeals so much to youth , he is
right in sa ing t h a t both Humph
and disaste • are imposters
We of th older generatt on hold
the entrenc hed positions. Y o u
cannot share them with us unless
you fight u s and drive us out of
our strongholds (which is usually
impossible) or unless we invite

and indulge us in what you may
regard as our prejudices. Your
children will have to do the same
to you when you become old and
set in your ways.
May I make a confession to
you? I have learned more from
you than you may have learned
from me. You think you are sophis
'old fogies." Of course it is
just the reverse. You arc the innocents, even though you do not
like to have us call you that. We
are the sophisticated. Youth is
idealistic. Age is cynical. You
think success is beckining you;
that you will be happily married;
that you will be healthy, wealthy
and wise. Keep on thinking these
things, for faith moves mountains
and faith will make them come
true. But you have not yet gained the wisdom we have, for wisdom comes mostly from experience.
So I do not blame you
much for not having wisdom. But
I do blame myself and people of
my age for losing their idealism.
You have helped me keep my
faith in idealism.
If I had to live my life over
again there are not a few things
that I would do differently, but I
only two. First I
mid , iltival
than I did or most young peopk
do. After they are gone it is too
late. Second, I would try to filli.vself a the e
meat Huxley's definition of an
educated man— namely, one who
knows everything about something and something about everything. I did not master anything
in my life until I was over thirty
of age, and I
ther the I
that <

like leas
and therefore come
hardest.
rather
Choose the professor
than the
The professor

daughters, in the coming days. I
shall miss hearing your happy
laughter coming through the open
windows of my office. I shall
miss the waving of your hands as
miss the quiet talks I have had
in my home with you, whether
singly or in groups. Write me
and tell me of your
•iumphs. May the lat:ed the former.

Now A Last W o r d

And now a last word to you all.
I know the Rollins of tomorrow
will be as different from the Rollins of today as the Rollins of today differes from the Rollins of
yesterday. This is as it should
be. As the old Greek philosopher Heraclitus says, "panta rei"
—"all things flow."
So I will not worry very much
if Rollins changes in the future
its classroom techniques, its extra-curricular activities or its
campus customs. I know the gap
between age and youth cannot
completely be bridged. But if you
lose the friendly feeling on the
campus that now prevails between
faculty and students, if the faculty reverts to the lecture and recii syst
grades, marks and examinations,
all of which tend to make the professor a detective and the student a bluffer, then you may hear
that creaking sound as I turn over
pect of others when one really in my grave.
knows what he is talking about.
And finally, if any of you—trusThose of you who are returntees, faculty, staff, students, aluming to Rollins next year will find
ni, friends or neighbors—find youranother man in my place. Please
selves in the northeast corner of
give him all the support, friendConnecticut, near the ancient and
ship and affection you have given
templed-hill town of Woodstock,
me. For those of you who are
stop in at my old colonial homegraduating into the world where
stead on the village common for
the realities prevail, I wish you
an "old home week" together for
all happinses and success. But do
overnight or at least a meal. I
not expect to be treated as grownups by older people until you are
about thirty years of age. And of stepping stones which origdo not expect results without sus- inated the Rollins Walk of Fame.
tained effort. Nothing in my life I will take you on a personally
conducted tour of my antiques, inworthwhile has come easily.
cluding a document printed and
published by Uncle "Ben" FrankSelf-Evident Truths
lin (I am descended from his sister
Mary), i woodcut t y Paul Revere
tally,
evident truths, known in the and a ladder-backed, caned chair
that Lincoln made with his own
textbooks as axioms.
No college can educate you. All hands for Ann Rutledge.
education is self-education.
The
I will take you back of the barn
college can stimulate, advise and to the brow of the hill and there
point out the way. But the path let yon behold one of the most
beautiful pastoral scenes of peace
The human race never has and and plenty in all New England.
never will put physical prowess If you will stay for the afternoon,
above mental or moral achieve- I will give you an "H.M.T."
ment. Do not, therefore, put ath- g y
(the old
here will
what "H.M.T." means) behind my big, gentle, white farm
horse, George, who is a family institution, and whom I raised from
a colt. We will jog over some of
the elm-shaded, back country ribboth yoi
boned roads while Poin, my setter
faculty.
(Poin-setter)
accompanies
us,
If you mistake liberty for li- jumping over the roadside stone
cense, both liberty and license walls to sniff for rabbit and quail,
will be taken from you.
cooling himself in each running
Cultivate and enjoy the oppo- brooklet and having a near fight
site sex. But let not love-making with every passing farm dog.
be a public exhibition. Love-mak. . . . enough we will light a
ing should be a personal, not a log fire in the big open stone firevicarious experience.
place with the Dutch oven at the
If fraternities are good for the side, bring in a dish of walnuts
few they are good for the
and a pitcher of cider and spend
But cut the memberships d<
the evening talking over the little
about twenty, which is ths
College we all so love-»-the strugof intin
gles of its past, the achievements
of its present and the promise of
Major
i the <
that
its broadening and ever broaden-
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Rollins Students A t
National Conference
Three Rollins students, J a n e Hood, Arden Roth, and Ed Cushing
were representatives of Mary J. Nelson, music education instructor
of the conservatory, a t the Music Educators' National Conference
Southern Division, in Richmond, Virginia.
During the three days from April 18 to 21, the students heard
the All Southern Orchestra and Chorus, and lectures, and saw demon3 given by nationally known music educators; including MarJ a n e Hood said about the trip
guerite Hood and Lilla Belle Pitts,
both of Teachers College, Colum- "All three of us agree t h a t w<
bia University.
learned a lot about people fron
Since Mary Nelson is chairman this trip, but we didn't learn anyof t h e creative committee, her thing new from the lectures and
three representatives showed ex- demonstrations. Everything t h a t
hibits of creative work, including
was said we had already heart
original compositions by members
of the piano classes in the Con- from Mrs. Nelson. We are greatservatory extension division un- ly disturbed to think that, such a
der her.
The college students well known professor i
were representad by recording of world as Mrs. Nelson should be
original
compositions by
Fred one of the first to be dropped
Rogers and Marshall Stone.
from the Rollins faculty."

Moonmist
Big Success
The Gamma Phi Beta-Kappa
Alpha dance w a s given April 21
a t Dubsdread country club.
Carl Halberg furnished t h e music for t h e dance.
The club decorations consisted
of J a p a n e s e lanterns over the
lights, tropical plants against t h e
walls, bamboo and moss hung
from the rafters and palmetto
leaves, cocanuts and flowers on
the tables. The favors were shells
with Gamma Phi-Kappa Alpha
painted on them.
The refreshments were fried
shrimp and hush puppies.

BONNIE

Fiesta Scholarship
To Be Given
Students now enrolled at Rollins desiring to apply for a Fiesta
Scholarship should write to Miss
C. Lyle by May 10th.
Letters of application for scholarship aid should s t a t e t h e amount
of financial need, all jobs held, a
tivities and grades. Applicants a:
to sign their name on a separa
sheet of paper, so t h a t the Sti
dent Council Fiesta Scholarship
Committee will not be biased by
their selection. Miss Lyle will
withhold the name of applicants
until the selections are made.
The Fiesta Scholarship Awa
will be announced a t Honors Day
in the Annie Russell Theatre

JEAN

• Newr Shipment Sleeveless Blouses
in white and black Pique $5 to $5.95
• Pastel Sleeveless Dresses
with Matching Stoles $14.95
• Sleeveless Wide Whale Dresses $12.95
•

Black Print Skirts $7.95

Matching black off-shoulder blouses $4.50

GOING
DANCING?
FRANCES SLATER
has just come back
from New York and
she brought with her
many New Exciting
Short and Long Evening Dresses
Come in and See Them

FRANCES SLATER
New Postal Building

SANDSPUR

I Kappas Hold
Convention

FRIDAY, APRIT,

U. of F. Dean To

Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma a t Rollins College and the Orlando-Winter Park
Alumnae Association were hosMiss Marna V. Bradley, Dean of Women at the Uni
•
teses for the eighth biannual con- Florida, has been invited by the Rollins Pan Hellenic CounJil'8111 °f
vention of Mil Province held in duct All
a series
Rollins
of Ydiscussions on sorority life on April 27 a n d ^ 0 °0n"
Winter Park Friday and Saturday, t the Annie Russell Theatre
may attend the general meeting to I L
April 13 and 14.
!so meet with Pan Hellenic
- - tdelegates
4:30 p . m , April 27. Miss B r a l ,d
However, the weekend actually ten in the Woolso
lelegates and the sorority rush V - ' "
h chair
began on Thursday night with
7:00 t h a t evening.
Following these panel d i s c u s
hurried trips to and from the airs.ons, the sorority presidents, fic "
port, bus terminal and train sta- Mary Jo Wagner
ulty members, and house m othe £
tion, to meet and welcome the inare invited to a coffee i„ T
coming delegates.
Gives Senior
Alumni House in honor of J fi 7
Friday morning a t 10:00, busiBrady.
ness meetings were held a t the Recital
Pledge
trainers,
scholarsh
Winter P a r k Country Club. LunMary Jo W a g n e r will be pre- chairmen, and standards chair
cheon was served a t Hearthstone sented in her Senior Voice Recital
men are scheduled to meet ^
Kappa's national clubhouse, after in the Annie Russell Theatre on
Miss Brady during C period on
which round
table
discussions Wednesday night, May 2, a t 8:15.
Saturday.
were held on the terrace of the
A member of the Rollins Chapel
The new 1951-52 Panhe,ienic
lovely
Colonial
edifice.
Later
Choir, Mary Jo also sang in the delegates who will be represent.
those visitors who wished to see
Bach Festival Choir.
m g their groups at these meet
Rollins, were taken on a campus
A student of Ross Rosazza, she ings a r e : Paula Wren, Alpha Phi'
tour by the hostess chapter,
will include in her program se- Helen Demetrelis, Chi Omegaday evening- a dinner was held a t
lections by Rinaldo Hahn, Mas- Diane Vigeant, Kappa Kappa
the student center, which was clisenet, and Gretchaninoff.
Gamma; Saretta Hill, Gammi
maxed by a coffee held at Pugsley
Phi Beta; Sally Newton, Phi NlI.
Hall
where
delegates,
faculty
More than 80 percent of all ac Caroline Marsh, Phi Beta Pimembers and representatives from
cidents last year on our street Bobbie Dabis, Kappa Alpha Thethe other sororities were enterand highways involved vehicle t a ; and Carolyn Herring, lnde.
tained.
pendent Women.
going straight.
Saturday
morning
dawned
bright and sunny, which was a
welcome sight after the bad weather of the previous day. Business meetings were again in session until noon, after which luncheon and round table discussions
again took place a t Hearthstone
The two
most
out-standing | waderer;
and treasurer, Dodi
Later t h a t afternoon, those who
campus events of the last few [ Mar
desired were taken on a seer
weeks were the PI PHI dance and
PI BETA P H I : president, Caroboatide though the chain of lak<
the GAMMA P H I K. A. "Moon line M a r s h ; vice-president, Jeanne
Saturday night the two-day co
recirding secretary,
vention was climaxed by a f o r m a Mist." Both were wonderful dan- Wiselogel;
banquet a t the Alabama Hotel ces, and on behalf of everyone we Betty Huntsman; and treasurer,
The dinner was followed by va- wish to thank you for delightfu Mary J a n e Mallory.
Another dance many
3 toasts and a skit, which was evenings.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: high
enacted by the new intiates of Rollins students attended was the alpha, Bill Muncey; high beta, Roy
ins chapter. The program was Orlando Bachelor's Cotillion a Seckinger; high gamma, Mack Isconducted by an address by Dr couple weeks ago.
rael; high tau, Ernie Eichelbers;
am Loche of Tuscaloosa, Alaand high delta, Joel Hull.
Officers Elected
bama to all the actives and alumEngaged
The following organizations anJ u n e Lee to Allan Hale (Florida
nounce their slates of officers
ALPHA P H I : president, Paula Southern).
J e a n Volkert, Chi Omega, to
W r e n ; vice-president, Rose Naylor; corresponding secretary, Carol Dan Eastwood.
Phyllis Rick to Luis Gonzales.
McKechnie; treasurer, Phyll BretMargaret Bell, Phi Mu to Dave
tell; and hush chairman, Jean KaZurbreck, SAE, Youngstown, 0.
J o Ann Raulerson to Joseph
CHI OMEGA: president, Helen
The annual All-Campus Sing,
Baggett (air cadet from Fort
ponsored by the Independent Wro- Demetrolis; vice-president, Jean
•e).
nen, will be held in the Centei Currie; secretary, Kay H o r t o n ;
J a n e Wynn;
pledge
Patio this Sunday night, April treasurer,
an Smith, Lambda Chi, to Val
29, a t 7:30 p.m. (Incase of rain trainer, Flo Clements; and so- Stacey, Theta
event will be moved into the rush chairmen, Judy Tuttle and
ary Lou Mills, Apha Phi to
Ann Reeves.
e Russell Theatre.)
Joe Proctor, Chi Psi, North Caroere will be six women's anc
GAMMA P H I B E T A : president,
men's groups competing foi Daryl S t a m m ; vice-president, DarInitiated
the silver trophies awarded to t h e lene Evilsizor; recording secreJ a n e Miller and Mabel Scott.
tstanding social groups chosen tary, Ellie P a r k e r ;
treasurer, Alpha P h i ; Barbara Spencer, (ay
by three qualified judges for the Shorty Berastegui; and rush chairYoungs, Barbara Coleman, Helen
sion. The Independent Woan, J a n McGaw.
Ruetty, and Nancy Polk, Chi
will also offer a vocal selecKAPPA
KAPPA
GAMMA: Omega. Jan Schloot, Bruce Let,
while the judges make their president, Deaner Vigeant; viceand Al Hanson, Delta Chi.
decisions.
esident, Lydia Wallace; pledge
Pledged
lis year's Sing will be followainer, Lois Langellier; and rush
icia Kolb and Barbara Vared by a semi-formal dance in the
lairman, Diane Holland.
iant!, Alpha Phi; Hank Mooberry
Patio, made possible by the coP H I M U : president, Sally New- Bill Tunis, and Alberto Danel, K.
ative efforts of the Indepenn ; 1st vice-president,
Hester A.; Dave Berto, Delta Chi. Propdent Men. Refreshments will be
avis; 2nd vice-president,
Kit ped from the order of K. A. Jafli
rved.
Johnson; secretary, Nancy Sch- O'Keefe.

Hold Rush Workshop

Indies Give

Campus Sing

•

All Purpose
DENIM DUNSTERS
in Pastel Shades
• STRAPLESS
BRA-SLIPS

MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS

Ideal with Your
Summer Wardrobe
Cotton $5
Nylon $7.95
at

THE CYRI-LEE
111 E. W E L B O U R N E AVE.

SHOP
"The Small Store with the large Selection"
208 S. Park Avenue

Phone 3-2981
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ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Tars CIose

Did Ya Know ! . .

Season Soon

This week's man in the spotlight is strictly a local p r o d u c t Winter Park born and bred. Lyle's record at Winter Park High proves
that the old home town can produce a fine all round athlete. Baseball, football, and basketball time all found Lyle on the field playing

GOLF
This weekend t h e Rollins
men travel to Jacksonville to
the Naval Air Station. Last
the golf squad edged t h e
9% to 8% on the Dubs
course, despite third mai
Peterson's absence. Betty
land took over fourth place the Tars. Betty lost the last
holes to half her match,
first man Billy Key was mc

In baseball Lyle made the varsity team in the eighth gr;
nt on to spark a series of great Winter Park baseball teai
it only six games in five years. Lyle made all-conference o
mis every year. The 1947 team featured other faces fam
; Rollins campus including Al Chutb, Dickie Williams a

Limelight

lars
Top Navy

The Rollins Tars tripped the
So you think you're in th Green Cove Naval Base 7 to 4 a t
homestretch? You've left all you Harper Shepherd Field, April 23,
competition in the dust! Now yoi
to boost their percentage of wins
can lag for the last few lap;
to .500.
your first race. What h(
became famous with the
of the first race? For
much the same. There is a big
race ahead of you—n imely, life,
Whether it is highei education,
an occupation, or evei marriage,

Green Cove jumped to a three
run lead in the first half of the
first inning off Pete Sturtevant.
With two out the Tars came
across with five runs in the last
of the first. A two-base error on
Lyle Chambers started the attack
on the Navy. Two walks, another
error, and a single by Tate and
the homer by Jim Doran provided
the winning runs.

In basketball Lyle played four
ears of varsity ball and all-disBetty was the first girl eve
rict guard his senior year.
play in an intercollegiate golf
Football found Lyle playing
match. Congratulations Betty, you
taut
of 3
life.
f ball ending
• yef i of t
made a great showing.
Remember all th< : competiti
what
:i-opi-r
all-c nference guard his
Larry Bentley turned out in
glories of victi
Webster supplies thi
the rain two weeks ago to be
sportsmanship
displayed
while
Fred Baldwin took the mound
"The act of working jointly tomedalist with a 66 and bring the
To ,
t a brilliant high gether." Sounds easy, until you've diligently working for each and and held Navy to four singles the
golf squad to a 10 % to 7 % vic- school careel Lyle was captain of
tried it when you're dead on your every trophy. I t isn't all over, and remainder of the game. This was
tory over University of Florida's
all three major sports teams his sagging arches, the lines are allit won't end with the last base- the first victory game for the
orange and black. Then Stetson
bungled in a drastic manner, ball game or the last volleyball young freshman star.
came, only to be tromped 16 to 2. senior year—president of the Seyou've yanked out your own hair game of the year.
Buddy Tate, well known T a r
Both of these were played a t nior class and vice-president of
Are trophies just decorations— athlete, continued his accurate
and are on the verge of l.eginning
the Student Council.
Dubs.
pieces of gold or silver which we hitting for Rollins by accounting
In college ball Lyle had been a
put on display, or do they mean for three straight singles. Buddy
The last two matches have been
Well,
ajnyway,
t
h
e
important
more than just that? When we met misfortune in the fourth intwo defeats for Rollins. The Uni- spark on second base for the last
thing is to practice it, not to be
look at all the trophies displayed ning when he sprained his ankle
versity of Florida took revenge two years with the fast Rollins
able to define it in so many conin the houses do we ever stop to while sliding into second.
while playing host to our four, team that walked away with the
syllables. This smacks of a
state
baseball
championship
the
think of the effort that was put
and Florida State was equally as
r it is ! It's
last
two
years.
Lyle
is
the
team's
forth to gain them? Teamwork,
rough a t t h e Tallahassee Country
of
congartulations
to
all
the
mental agony, and physical ex(Tub. They scored 15% to the leading long ball hitter, having
people
connected
with
State
Playled t h e team in home runs the
ertion were all felt by the teams
Tar's 2% over t h e hilly course.
at Lakeland last week-end. that won them.
The last golf match will be past two years. This year finds
You did a terrific job!
As for those who arc the
played May 5 against Stetson, Lyle switched to the out field, but
NEEDLECRAFT
"; was a great demonstration of "rooters" along the sidelines—
still
hitting
the
ball
for
more
hojust a week before the Southern
Shoppe
excellent, genial spirit of co- let's yell louder and show stronger
Intercollegiate at Athens, Geor- mers than anyone on the team.
operation
that
was
responsible
for
support for each and every congia. The latter calls for 72 holes Lyle hit the ball at a healthy .295
YARNS
- BERNAT - BOTANY
the huge success of the day.
test, not only the varsity teams,
of medal play, the best test of a clip his sophomore year and curair regular appearance at but also give the intramural
ently slamming the horsehide at
HANDWOVENS - LINENS
good golfer.
tice, which occurred at odd squads plenty of reason to play
tremendous .375 clip.
hours and were, no doubt, often
114-B Park Ave., South
TENNIS
Last summer Lyle played ball difficult to attend, your willing- their best and go after victory,
not just half-heartedly, but in a
GREENEDA COURT
a a fast Semi-Pro league in GeorBy ANDY DENONN
to keep after " i t " and work•ia
and
led
the
league
in
batting
Last week t h e Rollins tennis
for improvement was well eviteam broke even in their matches
:ed by the final results in each
In school activities Lyle is a and every event.
with Florida Southern and Miami.
HANDICRAFT STUDIO
fifte
Against
Florida
Southern the listory major, President of the
We will not forget the spirit
WINTER PARK'S YARN CENTER
UIIIA
Tars defeated a rather weak team R" club, and hopes either to play and co-operation showed at the
ANNUAL REDUCTION IN YARNS
Pro
ball or teach and coach in 1951 Play day. Thank you!
9 to 0.
NYLONS,
PAKS
and
SWEATER
SETS
High
School.
The Tars put up a tremendous
I E. Welbourne Ave.
Elizabeth S. Bayles
fight but lost to very strong HurCROW'S NEST SCHOOL
Doubles
ricane team 5 to 4. In the feature

ANoteOfThanks
To Participants

ZOE'S

match Tom Molloy lost a closely " Molloy-Dickson (R)^def.~'Schfought struggle to Sid Schwartz rartz-Slobin (MO) 6-4, 6-2. Wes8 to 6, 6 to 3.
;y-Millet def. Keister-Schriebei
-4,
4-6, 6-3. Robinette-Kaisei
Singles
Sid Schwartz (M) def. Tom M) def. Daniel-Scheer (RO) 6-2
Molloy (R) 8-6, 6-3. Meek Robinette (M) def. Cal Dickson (R)
8-6, 6-0. Alfredo Millet (R) def.
Bernie Schreiber (MO) 2-6, 6-4,
DANCING — MUSIC
6-3 Don Kaiser (M) def. Jim Wesley (R) 6-0, 7-5. Alberto Daniel
BEVERAGES
(R) def. Frank- Keister (M) 2-6,
6-4, 8-6. J e r r y Slobin (M) def.
Ed Scheer (R) 6-2, 7-9, 8-6.

THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN
is at the

NORTH POLE DRIVE-IN
Largest Sellers of Frozen Custard
in Central Florida
1399 ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

PARK A V E N U E B A R

INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance

114 PARK AVE., N.

WINTER PARK

Phone 3-8441

ANDY AHIK'S GARAGE
Give Your Car a

108 Park Ave. Winter Park

NOW SERVING

STEAKS
CHICKEN
SHRIMP

REEVES JEWELERS

SPRING CHECK-UP
Batteries * Tires * Tubes * Expert Mechanics
500 HOLT AVENUE

WATCH, CLOCK AND JEWELRY REPAIR

as good a s our

Famous
HAMBURGER
Open Until
Midnight Every Day
Night Curb Service

ORANGE BOX
"A Block Away"
515 PARK AVE., S.

AVINTER PARK

346 S. PARK AVE.

SUNNILAND TRAVEL BUREAU
LANIER TRAVEL SERVICE
(No Service Charge)

AIR, BUS AND STEAMSHIP
TICKETS, TOURS AND CRUISES
Ormond A. McAbee
"Your Travel Agent"

The Maitland Inn
Dance to the Music
of
THE THREE COCONUTS
excellent food served till midnight
Highway 17-92

at the Underpass

ROLLINS

Kappas Lead
Volley Ball
Scoreboard
The Kappas won 4G to 19 over
the Pi Phis, Wednesday, to hold
their position of first place, in
t h e i n t r a m u r a l volleyball competition.
The second place independents beat t h e Chi 0 team 40
to 12, in t h e second game of t h e

Golf

Gal-axy
of Sports
BY M A R N E E NORRIS

SANDS

PUI

In regard to t h e anonymous
golf article which w a s in last
week's Sandspur, it was clarified
in t h e physical education department t h a t Clyde Kelly had overlooked Allee Chatham's name when
he posted the girls golf ladder
at Dulsdread recently and therefore had added t h e name of t h e
ladder a week late.
lerely
It
when the original ladder w
posted so there is nothing t o %
all up in t h e a i r about—Reme:
ber, there is a reason for evei

LAUGH O F T H E W E E K : The
ambitious gals who agreed to go
to Lakeland for Play-Day gave up
about fifteen hours for various
practices in order t h a t Rollins
could pile u p oodles of points last
Saturday. The lineups for the
A week before, Monday, April different teams were shifted a n d
1G, t h e Chi Os barely edged out re-shifted to eliminate a n y weakness,
no m a t t e r how slight.
from University of Florida playwith t h e Gamma Phi's victory over
Lakeland, really eager to win
5. The same story in table t e n the Theta's 27 to 24.
first place. And what happens?
i. Doris Jensen easily won her
On Wednesday, the Indepen- We learn t h a t we aren't competing singles from Tampa rival and
dents walked away with a 50 to this y e a r ; we're just supposed to then teamed with Jo Dunn in a
be
playing
for
fun.
No
rounddoubles
match with Barry College.
23 victory over the Phi Mus. The
Rollins' players took singles and
Kappas beat t h e only once de- robins in any of t h e sports, just
one game in each sport. Boy, did doubles wins in badminton from
feated Alpha Phis, 34 to 2 1 . The
we have fun! One thing, though. the University of Florida and
Pi Phis volleyball 28 to 22 over If Play-day had been r u n on a Tampa, respectively, b u t our bowGamma Phi, on Friday. In t h e competitive basis, we would have lers lost their match with B a r r y
second game t h e Thetas defeated brought the trophy back to Win- College. In Softball we got our
ter Park.
t i g surprise of t h e day. W e won
t h e Chi O team 41 to 24.
game with Florida Southern,
In volleyball, we were schedulAs t h e teams stand now, t h e
9-2, in five innings. If you can't
Kappas a r e first, Independents ed to play t h e University of Mijust check t h e scoreami and managed to beat them by
second, and Alpha Phis third.
about t e n points. If a round-rob- books.
in had been held, t h e volleyball
F o r t h e second s t r a i g h t year
An overwhelming majority of final would probably have been a
„ur swimmers, paced by Bobbie
motor vehicles involved in acci- close one between Rollins and t h e j Doerr, Jeanie Wiselogel, and Mary
dents last year were reported in University of Florida.
Monroe, came so close but were
apparently good condition.
Our golfers, Allie Chatham and edged out by t h e University of
Elsie Shaw, got third and fourth Florida. The final tabulations in
places, and Joan Champion and the swim meet gave 20 points to
»
COLONY
«
Sarah Whidden picked u p a fifth Florida and 19 to Rollins. Bobbie
THEATRE
place in archery. Elaine Brackett Doerr won her specialty, t h e backAIR CONDITIONED
and Mary Claire Koltes breezed stroke, and the relay team splashDOORS OPEN 12:45
through their tennis matches, win- ed home t h e winners by a bare
SUNDAY thru TUESDAY ning a singles encounter from arm-length. First time our relay
Tampa gal and a doubles match
Some of the Play-day participants stayed around t o see the
crew race but most of us headed
home. I t is fun to play another
John LUND - Gene T I E R N E Y
school in a sport, occasionally,
Presents
but 'tis no fun to get up at. 5:30
THOMAS SHOCKLEFORD
WED. - THURSDAY
a.m., and travel 70 miles to do it.

"THE MATING
SEASON"
MAGNIFICENT
YANKEE"

SAN 0RL0 CLUB
J E E P S T E R S

"VENGEANCE
VALLEY"

*
The decisive first inning homer of Jimmy Doran that drove in thre
runs and gave the T a r s their lead which the Greenlove Springs Na
Station Boys couldn't quite come up to in the 7 to 4 game.

Baseball Team Racks
Up Two Tar Wins
Rollins trounced Florida Southern 11 to 4 April 21 to win their
second game from the Moccasins a t Harper Field. It was a close
contest all the w a y until Dan O'Brien pitched four hits, two walks
r.nd the Macs had two errors.
Doran and Chambers had perfect hit days, Doran got four for
four with one triple and three singles. Chambers hit three for three
including a homer with no one on base.
Don Work pitched his third win for Rollins, giving the Southern
lads eight hits.

BREAK YOUR GLASSES?

RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS
Prescriptions Filled
146 PARK AVE., S.

Glasses Duplicated
PHONE 4-2821

We'll give special
attention to your
year's end party . . .
Telephone
Orlando 3-0331

a point basis. Live and learn!

6 Pis

markhams

Luncheon 12:00 - 2:00
Featuring

JESSIE PRICE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

S£^APmL2Li95l

Question Solved

(mad d r u m m e r )
Star drummer of Pictures
CASABLANCA and others

REAL JAZZ
and
DANCE MUSIC
9 : 3 0 - 2 A.M.

About 75 per cent of last year's
automobile accidents involved passenger cars.

Dinner 6:00 - 8:30

EL RANCH0 MOTEL
U.S.

17-92 — The Million Dollar Highway
"Gateway to Orlando"
MAITLAND, FLORIDA

Deluxe accommodations for your family and friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Staugler

^m^Iutn

. . . the lettt.i t.
many readers of THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
tell the Editor how much they
enjoy this daily world-wide

J. CALVIN MAY
Authorized Dealer
K E E P S A K E DIAMONDS
Also see our complete line of
Matched Yellow and White Gold
WEDDING RING SETS
352 P a r k Avenue, S.
3-4481
W I N T E R PARK, FLORIDA

Moms

are just tlii nicest
folks,
We couldn't do without 'em;
There's som thing that's so lovable
And downright
sweet about 'em.
do so many thoughtful
things
We just can't help but love 'em
Yes, Moms are sure
The nicest folks . . .

You, too, will find the Monitor
" o ^ n e w s ' "'and T ^
s™y rld asTou; HOME TOWN

They

So what are you doing about it?

TOM & JERRY'S
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Pick out Mom's "Special Kind" of Candy, Gift Pack of Jellies,
Nuts, or fruit.

sb

You'll find small Mexican Candy Baskets tied with a
carnation and Lacelon bow, as well as a wonderful selection
of Summer Candies in Sugar Plum boxes.

DANCE WITH ALBIE

WE PACK, GIFT WRAP, MAIL.
So Place Your Order Today

"The Monitor is the most
carefully edited new
paper in the U.S. . • •
"Valuable aid in teaching
t that is complete

SHUFFLEBOARD
117 N. Orlando Avenue
WINTER PARK
17-92

For

SERVICE

Use this coupon for a Special
Introductory subscription ISSUES FOR ONLY Si-Ana
listen Tuesday nights over ABt
stations to "The Christ"
Science Monitor Views •"«
News."

it's

SINGLETON'S
GULF SERVICE
STATION
100 W. Fairbanks Ave.
1 Block from School

introdiKCO^

